News

Luxembourg / Singapore – 10th February 2021

Following ifsam’s expansion into Asia, the
Luxembourg headquartered B2B fund trading
platform is proud to announce that it has
recently been granted an Associate Membership
of The Association of Independent Asset
Managers (AIAM) in Singapore.

“Both AIAM and ifsam are excited to interconnect with the Asian
market opportunities…” said Mr. Jean-Luc Lanners Managing
Director at ifsam, Luxembourg.
We have chosen Singapore as a base for our expansion
into Asia – as it offers the perfect location, jurisdiction and
infrastructure to continue the development of business
growth in the region. We have recently appointed Mr. Philip
Joslin to oversee the business development in the Asia
Pacific region. “We believe that we have a great opportunity to
work closely with the industry in Singapore as we have done in
Europe” said Mr. Philip Joslin. “We look forward to presenting its
Luxembourg based services as a B2B fund platform to the Asian
market place,” added Mr. Rodja S. Reisky – Head of Business
Development & Sales.
AIAM – The Association of Independent Asset Managers
Singapore (AIAM) is a voluntary commitment by a team of
professionals united by the same dedication to build a local
community for fellow IAM practitioners. Established in 2011
by proactive IAMs, AIAM is recognized by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS). As the professional body for
IAMs, AIAM champions best industry practices to elevate
overall standards of the IAM profession in Singapore. AIAM
aims to empower members through education, training
development and networking. These proactive initiatives
promote the sharing of knowledge with industry practitioners
and leading institutions around the world.

We are an independent and established B2B fund platform
with a 360° service, regulated by the CSSF (Luxembourg’s
financial regulatory body) We offer institutional investors
access to more than 125,000 investment funds worldwide.
With over 20 years of experience coupled with our integral
approach, we aim to provide not only personal advice and
support, but automated and greatly scalable services at the
highest technological level.
This is what we understand as “The Art of Fund Business”
Benefit from our One-Stop-Shop solution: Order execution
– global custody of funds – trailer fee management. As a
CSSF regulated financial institution and stand-alone B2B
fund trading platform, we provide you with a 360° service
for all activities surrounding third-party funds.
Insurance companies, banks, pension funds and funds of
funds located worldwide, trust and rely on our integral
offering and individual solutions.
Our focus lies on quality, rather than overall custody volume.
As a One-Stop-Shop platform we therefore strive for absolute
service quality leadership. This is reflected along the entire
value chain for all of your requirements.

ifsam in a nutshell
B2B fund platform for all business activities concerning thirdparty funds
Stand-alone and independent
Regulated by the CSSF as Professionnel du Secteur Financier (PSF)
Client specific and customized solutions
One-Stop-Shop and Straight Through Processing (STP)
Distribution support for Asset Managers
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